AUTOMATIC DELIVERY

**Constant, optimal speed - minimum tissue damage**

The automatic injection system GensuPen provides a constant speed in delivering insulin. When you press and hold the trigger, it activates the release of the plunger which moves to the front and is followed by a constant speed of insulin injection. This mechanism protects our patients with diabetes from subcutaneous tissue damage and trauma thus minimizing pain during injection.

**The location of the trigger - easy and convenient to administer insulin**

The automatic injection system GensuPen allows you to push the trigger at a distance of not more than 3 millimeters for any amount of your prescribed dose. This is made possible by developing a pen which uses a unique release mechanism, instead of the manual piston mechanism in other pens currently available in the market. With this innovative design, GensuPen makes administration of the insulin easier and more convenient for our patients with diabetes.

**The minimum strength of dose application - convenient and comfortable**

With the automatic delivery feature of the GensuPen, the force which our patient with diabetes perform injections with is comparably lower than the other manual pens. In patients with neurological and inflammation diseases, this greatly relieves the strain on their joints and fingers, thus enabling greater comfort and convenience during injections.
The latest solution

AUTOMATIC INSULIN PEN INJECTOR

- Easy & comfortable application
- Easy-to-read dose indicator
- Dose adjustment function
- Light weight design

GensuPen meets your expectations of comfort and safety during injection.

**DESIGN**
- Lightweight composite, made of best quality material to provide a solid, secure and discreet product.
- GensuPen is lighter than other pens currently available in the market thus providing the best portability for patients requiring to carry their pens daily for their insulin injections.

**DOSE INDICATOR**
- GensuPen features a built-in magnifying lens that enlarges the numbers for easy viewing in the selector window. Presentation of the numbers in black against white background enhances visibility during dose selection.
- A colored pointer appears in the window to provide assurance to patients that the delivery of their insulin is complete.

**DOSE ADJUSTMENT**
- Easy adjustment of the dose coupled with different sounds when setting and dialing back the dose.
- GensuPen is the first auto-injector with the ability to correct dose. With distinct sound settings for making different dose adjustments, Gensupen provides patients with greater confidence in performing their injections accurately.

To be used exclusively with Recombinant Human Insulin (Gensulin) 3ml insulin cartridges according to ISO 11608-3

Manufacturer:
Copernicus sp. z o.o.
10 A Litewska Street,
71-344 Szczecin, Poland
info@copernicus.net.pl

www.gensupen.pl